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ABSTRACT 

Leprosy is considered in this project as a fonn of Markov process. The basic concept of a Markov 

proce~~ is Lhat of "~tate " of a ~ystem and ~tate "transition". it is a proces~ that mns in time At any given 

point in time, the process is in a given state and could possibly make a transition to another state after a 

period of time 

Tne fundamental basis of the semi-Markov process is the 'interval transition probabilities'. This is made 

up oftansition probabilities of the Markov chain and the holding time in the state described by a random 

variable . Tne exponential distribution has been used to describe the holding times in the states of the 

disease. 

We have been able to demonstrate quatitativeiy the application of computers to a semi-Markov 

modelling. The semi Markov modelling involves the cakulation of the interval tram:ition probabilities 

Tne detennination of the interval transition probabilities including the effectiveness of treatrnent have 

been obtained by the tortran program. The computer is a u~etbl tool in a semi- modelling. '1 he model could 

be used as a predictive device for the srudying of health status of leprosy cases. The predictions are useful 

to health poky makers tor the plan.ning ofresol1!se~ 
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CHAPTER ONE 
MARKOV & SEMI _ MAKAOV PROCESSES 

INTRODlJCTION 

We shall discus the ~larkov and Semi- l\ilarkov proc;esses in this chapter~ the exponential 

di~tribution i~ al~o di~cus~cd in ~eetion 1.2 , programming in Fortran language in ~ection 13 and 

leprosy and re'view of its' model in section 1.4. 

1.1 Markov and Semi- :Markov processes 

Andrei Andreavich Markov (1856-1922) is recognised as the 'inventor' of markov chains. The-

h . f k . h f" "f d"" " I . _ aSlC concept 0 a mar ov process IS t at 0_ state 0 a system an state tran~ltion. t IS a 

process that runs in time. A markov process in discrete time and discrete state is called markov 

chains. When ~ile particular set of states have been specified it is necessaIY to record probability of 

change from one state to another during a unit of time. '1 his information can be show in a 

'directed graph' called transition diagram and recorded in transition 'matrix'. 

The markov chain requires the process to change siate at the appropriate time units. However, 

some processes may nol necessarily change al lhese lime units. Therefore, we consider a siluation 

where transition occurs at several time units. 

Thi~ leads to the general form of markov process caned the ~emi- markov proec~s. Simply put, a 

~ senti-markov process is that pl'Ocess that depends on the tt'aIiSition probability mattix Pij and 

holding time matrix h(') where (iJ ;;;; 1,2,3, ... denoting) states. These two parameters form the input 

data for the inte:rval transition probabilities Qij(n)where 

n ... O,I,2, ....... "represenUng years. 
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1 . 2 TIll EXPONENTIAL DISTRIDUTION 

The probability density function of the random variable T having the exponential distri.bution 

lS given by 

, • -b 

f(/)=L~e 120 ____ (1) 
elsewhere 

\-vnereA> 0 

The dist1ibution hasA a., a parameter. A also determines the shape of the distribution. The 

mean Jd of the exponential distribution is 

Substituting w =.Jt = t = wtt and dw = Idt in the integrand gives 

1 

Thus}t = 11/1 

f 

T .et w =;t = t :=w;1 and dw = Idt 

fa> Jt fa> w
1 

w 
So that E(T2) == J t1 Ae .. dt = _ . ..,-e dw 

'" ." :t 
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The variance s'~ of the exponential distribution i~ therefore given by 

The survivor function S(t) i~ given by 

S(t) = P(T > t) 

and it is the probability that an individual has survived up to lime to 

Suppose F(t) is the cumulative distribution function ofthe random variable T. Then 

S(t) = 1 - F(t) 

For the exponential distribution 

F(t) = P(T s t) = j'f(s)ds 
o 

Therefore 

I Set) = irt 

The failure rate or the hazard rate, 'h' associated with the random variable T is given by 

h(t) = f(t)/S(t) 

For the exponential distribution~ the hazard rate is given by 
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h(t) =;} 

This explains that the failure rate for an exponential random variable in constant. 

To intcrprete h(t) we consider the conditional probability P(t < T < t .... 8t / T > t). That is, the 

probability that the individual will die during the next 8 t time units, given that he sunived ,at time 

1. Using the definition of conditional probability, we have 

pet < T < t + ~tI T> t) = 

\\There t < .; < t + ~ t 

= 

P(t<T<t+~t) 

P(T> t) 

f+& j(s)ds 
i 

p(t > t) 

J:.tf(4) 
= 

set) 

TIus failure rate is a constant in the case of the exponential disttibution. 

1. 2 . 2 PARAl\1ETER ESTTh1ATIOl'J 

We have seen that the exponential distribution has a simple probability density function f(t) 

given in (1) that is fully specified by a single parameterA. This parameter is estimated by specifying 

the mean of the distribution. Thus if the mean .,. is specified then the parameter..) is estimated 

using 



I 

The exponential distribution is a prominent statistical measurement model. It bas the 

advantage of been fully specified by one parameter. Most applications are based on its 

'memoryless' property, when the measurement variable T has a time dimension. 'Ibis property 

refers to the phenomenon in which the history of the past events does not influence the probability 

of occurrence of present or future events. The application of the exponential model arises in the 

theory of queues in coqjunclion with the Poisson and Erlang models. From the wailing lime 

interpretation of Erlang variable T, it follows that f(t) =A eAt is the waiting time model to the first 

Pois.~n event. Rut the exponential model is 'memoryless' as mentioned earlier. Consequently, the 

waiting time to the first Poisson event is the same random variable as the waiting time betwee:tl 

allY two adjoining Poisson events. TIle exponential Cltstlll>ution is a special case of both tIle 

Gamma and the Weibull distributions 

Despite the above advantages of the exponential distribution, it has the weakness of the 

measure of hazard rate which is constant fl.). Thus it does not accurately define the holding time in 

the states of a disease which changes with lime. 

1.3 THE FORTRAN PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
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One of the first high-level languages to gain wide spread acceptance was FOR1RAN (FORmula 

1RAl'\J"slation). It was developed for the IBM 704 computer by Jolm Backus and a team of thirteen 

other programmers. 

!t.-
It is one of the most widb' used programming languages for solving problems in science and 

Engineeri.ng. since its creation in the late 1950s, it has undergone a number of modifications that 

have made it very powerful yet easy- to -use language. These modifications, however, led to a 

proliferation of different dialects of fortran, which hindered program portability. Since some 

uniformity was desirable, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) published the first 

forb'atl standclrd in 1966. In the yeat'S following extension to tlus statldat'd version of fortratl were 

developed, some of which came into common use. It became apparent that many of these fealtures 

should be incOIporated into a new standard. This updated ANSI ROR1RAN standerd (ANSI 

x3.9-1978), popularly known as Fortran 77 is the programming language used in this project. 

It reflects our view that the main reason for learning a programming language is to use the 

computer to solve problem~. The basic steps in program development in this project includes 

(1) Problem analysis and specificaLion 

(2) Algorithm development 

(3) Program coding 

(4) Program exe(~ulion and testing 

(5) Program maintenance, 



,ADVl\NTAGES OF PROGRA\1MING IN FORTRAN LANGUAGE 

Fortran language is recommendable for both the No"ice and veteran programmers. It is suitable 

for compute • bound processes. This is a major characteristic of science and Engineering 

processes. Thus it is particularly suitable for a semi markov processes. Fortran compiler is common 

software available in most personal and mainframe computers, 

F oriran programs are highly portable and easily maintaned. 

However; Fortran programs could he difficult to dehug and therehy take much time to compile; 

unlike some other programing languages that utilises inrerpreters. 



1.4 LEPROSY A.~D A REVIEW OF ITS MODELS 

1.4.1. DEFINITION OF LEPROSY 

Many dcfinition~ of 1cprosy exi~t but Hunter (1966) defined l~rosy a..'> a chronic inf~ctious 

disease primarily of the skin and nerves caused by :Mycobacterium leprae. It is one of the least 

infections of all the infectious disease. The incubation period varies from less than a year to many 

years, but probably averages three to :five years. 

1.4.2. TYPES OF LEPROSY 

Several variants of the di~ease are demonstrable, but the disease can be dMded generally into 

two polar types; tuberculoid and lepromatous. A transitional or demorphous type may show a 

variable degree of similatity to the tuberculoid or the lepromatous types depending upon which 

pole it approximates. 

The non-lepromatous cases exhibit resistance to the infections evidenced by paucity of bacilli 

in the lesions and their tissue response. In the lepromatous type there is obvious lack of resistance 

with an abundam:~ of bacilli in th~ l~sion. 

1.4.3. TUBERCULOID 

Tuberculoid and the non-lepromatous types have small number of bacilli limited to the 

intracellular location~ and ordinarily have no mean~ of e;..it from the body, Job (19R1). Tn othcr 

words, this group of leprosy is not responsible for the spread and transmission of leprosy on a 

large extent. 



1.4.4 LEPROMATOUS 

Lepromatous types are so baccilliferous to such an extent that organisms overflow from 

them into the environment. The patients of lepromatous and the borderline lepromatous discharge 

Mycobacterium leprae into the sWTounding through Nasal secretions, saliva, exudate from ulcer on 

the lepromatous skin and the nOIDlal secretions of the sweat, and n1anlmary glands, Job, (1981). 

The traditional and the simplest explanation of the spread of leprosy is by close and pro-

longed contact of the susceptible individual with infectious case. The source of infection is often 

not known. Susceptibility is important in the understanding of the epidemiology, natural history 

and clinical classification of leprosy, probably all cases go through an indetenninate phase, whether 

the point of entry i~ through the broken or unbroken skin. 

1.4.5 DISTRIBUTION 

Leprosy is widely disbibuted in the b"opical and sub-b"opical regions. TItis constitutes th,;; top 

25 countries that have nearly 94% of the world cases, Noordeen (1992). I'"rom the mid-sixti·es to 

the mid-eighties global estimates appeared to be constant at between 10 and 12 million. The 

introduction of multi-drug therapy (1\IDT) in many countries and the consequent reduction of 

prevalence of th.e disease has necessitated a re-assessment of the global estimate. Based on the 

available data and its interpretation, the nlIDlber of leprosy in the world in 1991 had been estin1ated 

at 5.5 million. Thc number of individuals \\;th defonnity due to leprosy had been estimated as 

between 2 and 3 million. The following table summarizes the regional distribution of leprosy cases. 

Table 1: The estimated and Registered cases of Leprosy in Lite (WHO) regions 1991 ()( 1,000) 
a 



REGION ESTIMATED REGISTERED 

1. Africa 735 280 

2. South East Asia 3,744 2,273 

3. Amcric,a 327 295 

4. East Mediterranean 152 57 

5. West Pacific 207 89 

Total (top 25 countries) 5,165 2,994 

Total (all (;OlUltries) 5.511 3,162 

Source: See Noorden (1992) 

The top 25 countries have the largest number of estimated leprosy cases and contributes 

93.7% of the total estimated cases in the world. 

1.4.6 DIAGNOSIS 

The cardinal diagnostic signs are the presence of anaesthetic macular lesion or thiCkf:ning 

and tendemess of peripheral nerve trwlks and the demonst1'ation of bacilli. Search should be made 

for suspicious macules or inftlterations of the skin and for the thickening of ear lobes and the: eye 

brows. The peripheral nerves should be palpated carefully. The patient should be examim::d in 

bright sunlight tQl appreciate fully even to fmd certain lesions of leprosy. 

Smears should be made from several sites, skin lesion, earlobes and the nasal septum. Since 

bacilli are usuaUy obtainable only from lepromatous and the demorphous lesions, many cases 

should he diagnosed on the hasis of c1inical appearance and the presence of anaesthesia in simple 
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macular or tuberculoid lesion, In such lesions, loss of sensitivity to light touch and absence of pain 

on pin ptick justifY the diag.nosis, Test for HlStamine flare and for sweatitlg afford Confinuatoty 

evidence, 

1.4. 7 TREAT~fENT 

'l'he General treatment, including personal and en~ironmenta1 hygiene, a well balanced diet 

and the currecliun uf cuncumitanl cunditiuns is impurtant With such measures even sl:vere 

lepromatous cases may show some degree of amelioration, at least for a time, Hunter (1966). 

Ideally, the most promising drugs fOf usc in combination ~;th dapsone or for the treatment 

of patients with dapsone resistant leprosy are: Rifampicin, clofazirnine, ethionomide, 

prothionarnide and thiacethazone, Ellard (1981). 

DURATION OF TREATh1ENT 

Dapsone lreatrnent of paucibacillary leprosy is still of long duration; 2 - 5 years. Lowe 

recummended 24 munths iremmeni, \\t-1J.eare and Pearsun suggesled 2 years lu 5 years and the 

third and fourth vVHO expert Committee reports reconmlended that tuberculoid patients should 

continue trcatm,;nt t'1f 1 g months after an activities has ceal\cd and thc lesions have become 

quiescent, which means a total of 24 - 36 months (See \Varndorff, 1982), 

It was observed that PJtampicin (R .. \1P) is highly bactericidal for mycobacterium leprae, 

Warndorff (1982), Based on previous studies it was thought that it should be possible to cure 

patients with short regimen of 8 weekly doses of 900 mg Rifampicin, Nevertheless, treatrnent of 



paucibacillary leprosy should be aimed at two objectives. The killing of bacilli and stopping the 

allergic reaction. Evidently, Rifampicin can realise the first objective rapidly and efficiently, since 

in the present series, no relapse were observed after 8 weekly doses of 900 mg of Rifampicin. '1 he 

second objective will have to be taken care of by other drugs. 

1.4.8 RELAPSE RATE 

For a long tenn treatment with dapsone, several cases of relapse had been reported. A follow 

up study of 6 months to 4 years on 69 patients observed 11.6~/o relapses, Lowe (1954). Seven of 

the eight relapses occurred within 3 - 12 months after treatment ceased and one at 28 months. 

Three of the 7 patlent~ had heen treated for less than a year, 3 for hetween 1 and 2 years and 2 for 

2 - 2.5 years. 

1.4.9 NATURAL HISTORY OF LEPROSY 

Leprosy is a common disease that may begin at any age but due to long incubation period of 

Mycobacterium leprae (2 - 5 years), its appearance during infancy and childhood is minimal. For 

the greater part of lepro8)' patients, there i~ a history of leprosy in members of the immedi.rtte 

family. Perhaps, this is the reason why some people think that leprosy is hereditary. 

There is no spontaneous recovety witlfteatment and usually all latent cases develop ovel1 

disease except if dying in the meantime. Resistance to leprosy is not uncommon be it genetic or 

immunological. 

It is generally accepted that IvIycobacterium leprae (Hansen, 1874) is the etiological agent of 

leprosy. Deformities in fingers, feet (toes), eye brows, nose and earlobes is not uncommon with 
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leprosy patients. Death due to leprosy itself is infrequent. Pulmonary tuberculosis and nephritis are 

conUllon tennuu:u events, although the fi'equency of tuberculosis has greatly ditllinished SU1Ct: the 

advent of sulfon(~ treatment, Hunter ( 1966 ). 

1.4.10 A REVIE'V OF LEPROSY MODELS 

There has been a widespread use of statistical techniques in clinical trials and in attemptillig to 

detennine variables which are relevant to the epidemiology of leprosy, but the application of 

operational Research techniques lo Lhe study of leprosy has been minimal. 

Bechelli adopted the kinship coefficient in his study of the correlation between leprosy rates 

in villages different distances apart, Bcchc111 (1973). According to him, given n vi11agcs Vi (i := 1, 

2, - - • - - ., n) the ilh village having population Wi and a gene frequency Pi for one genetic marker, 

the kinship coefficient between all villages at distance x from each other is estimated by 

where P is the average gene frequency for all villages separated by distance x, and the summar ion 

is extended over all village pair VI and Vj that distance apart. This indicator may be interpreted .lS a 

coefficient of intra class correlation between the gene frequencies for all the pairs of villages 

separated by the same distance. The kinship coefficient is expected to decrease "'ith di'5tance .md 

its estimate may be fitted by a monotonically decreasing function of the type: 

-bx ae 
lfI(x) = , , ~ 
. (I+X)L 
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where a is the mean coefficient to kinship for local population (equivalent to the coeffici<:nt 

of inbreeding as a result of subdivision of a population). b is a function of the standard deviation 

of the distribution of distance between villages and of the systematic pressure on the genetic 

marker~ and c is a I~oefficient measuring the dimensionality of migration. 

Bechelli conduded that "if we consider that the biological and environmental factors and the 

socio economic condition in the differenL villages were {airiy unifonn, the relation beLwe'~n 

prevalence rates an.d the distance between villages would be prinuuily a function of the number of 

leprosy and other infectious ca~es_ An untreated T .cpromatous patient exposes tho~ in close 

contact with him tOi a high risk of infection, and the risk decreases with a decrease in contact". 

In a similar study of how the incidence of Leprosy does relate to prevalence, Lechat (1981) 

observed that if suc:h a quantitative relationship can be established, it could become possible to 

(1) predict fhture incidences lmder present conditions of control. 

(2) simulate how changes in the control measures affect incidence. 

nle mathematical method employed was as follows: 

(incidence}t = f(prevalenceh_j 

where annual incidence is considered as dependent on past prevalence and j corresponding to the 

duration of the incubation period. 

The modd was rWl on a twenty years time period in order to achieve (1) and (2) above. Of. 

all the control measures he used, the specific vaccination for leprosy comes out by far as the most 

cffcctivc mca~ure_ With a 100°1.) vaccine covcrage, incidencc of new ca~es wa~ prcdicted to reduce 

to zero in 11 years. 



He concluded that leprosy cannot bring results overnight. Long tenn planning and sustained effi)rts 

are required. TIle message is of special impOttallce for intemational agencies and non

governmental organisations which at times display a tendency to expect short tenn results and go 

discouraged when the so-called eradication is not soon materialising. 



CHAPTER T\VO 

2.0 REVIE~w OF LITERATlJRE 

In this chapter we shall discuss the related literature. ~:larkov and semi-markov models ,are 

disclLC\scd in section 2.1 and fortran programme is reviewed in section 2.2. 

2.1 MARKOV' CHAIN AND SE1vfI-MARKOV MODELS. 

Stochastic models had been used for a long time for studying the progression of disease. Fix and 

Neyman (1951) were the first to use a four state markov model to study human cancer. Marshal 

and Goldhatlll.rner (1955) discussed a !vfarkov chain model for characterizing the age distribution 

of mental patients. The rate of progression of disease for allergic patients induced by allergic pollen 

is an area which require a great deal of attention from medical point of view (Lebowitz, 1977). The 

anunowlt of allergic pollen in the envj1'Otunent can be associated with the time of year. The 

severity of chroni(~ bronchial asthma is related to the changing pattern of the season (Lebmvit, 

1977). 

Based on the above facts, Jain (1988) proposed a time - varying Markov chain model \\~lth 

periodically changing transition probability matri.x (non-homogeneous Ivfarkov chain) lo predid HIe 

behaviour of those diseases which are periodic with respect to the year. Accordingly, a ~farkov 

process with periodcal1y changing transition probability matrices ba.;;ed on the five seaC\ons were 

considered . Limiting state probabilities at the end of each season were analysed. The results 

demonstrate that the time -varying :Markov chain model reproduced the high probability for 

suffering severe attack of chronic brochial asthama during a high pollen c·ount season. 
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Jain (1986) used a similar approach to devolp a finite Markov model with discrete time 

parameter for the study of seasonal pattems affecting the state of health of clU'OlUC brotlclJ~al 

asthma patients. He considered the condition of asthmatic patients to be modelled by a three stlte 

markov chain:- a patient in state I: under self care, state 2: under intermediate care and state 3: 

under intensive care. He considered the same canadian seasons:- Winter, trees, grass, ragwe(~d, 

and fall wilh lheir duration as given above. He showed (using lhe likelihood ratio lest) lhat the 

transition probabilities were stationary (homogeneous markov chain) 

Ahuhakar (1995) con~idered the proee~~ ofT .cpro~y as a semi-markov process. Four state~ 

of the disease wen~ specified. The states are finite, mutually exclusive and exhaustive. The first 

three states are transient states and the fourth state is an absorbing state and it is the state of de~~th 

due to leprosy. The effectiveness of treatment on the interval transition probabilities is the major 

result obtained from the model. The results of this stochastic ana1ysi~ could be u.~ed as a predictive 

device to study th<~ health stastus of leprosy patients. This model incoIporates uncertainty and 

veriability. TIus is a senu-markov model wluch was also used for astluna, kOlve (1993) 

2.2 FORTRAN PROGRAM 

Ondoma (1991) designed a fortran program to detennine the possible roots of a chebyshl~v 

pol}nomial. According to him, a well documented program on computer inplementation makes 

easier to find the roots of the polynomial. He also observed that the roots naturally occur in the 
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interval [-1,1]. This method is easier and more accurate than by using the alternative geometdcal 

constmction. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

1\. SE111-11A.T{KOV 110DEL 

In this chapter we consider leprosy as a disease where the transition of people from one state 

of the disease to another may not necessarily occw' at discrete time instants. We therefore look at a 

situation where the time between transitions may be in several units of time interval, and where the 

transition time can depend on the transition being made. This leads us to a generalisation of a 

:Markov process ca11ed the semi-Ivlarkov process (Howard, 1971). In other words we shall consider 

the disease leprosy as a semi-Markov process running in discrete i.ime. 

3.1 INTRODlJCTION 

Since leprosy is considered in this project as a fonn of wlarkov process, it is worth defining 

what this process entails. The basic concept of a ~larkov process is that of "state" of a system and 

state "transition". It is a process that runs in time. At any glven point in time, the process is in a 

given state and could possibly make a transition to another state after a period of time. 1\ I\.1arkov 

process in discrete time and discrete state is called a ~1arkov chain. 

We may give a mathematical definition of a ~.larkov chain as a sequence )4, XI, - - - - of 

discrete random variables with the property that the conditional probability distribution of Xn + 1 

given Xo, XI, - - - - Xn depend only on the value of Xn but not further on Xo, XI, - - - - X n. 1. Thnt 

is for any set of values, h, i, - - - j in the discrete state space, 
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· P(Xn-H = j / ~ = h, - - - - -, Xn = i) = P(Xn+ 1 = j / Xn = J,> = Pij . ~ j =1,2,3,4 

The mauix P whose entlles are the Pij's is called the transition probability mauix for the 

process. The above chain is a first order Markov chain. In this process, the probability of making 

transition to a future state does not depend on the previous state but only depend on the present 

state. In other words, the probability of making a transition to a future state does not depend on the 

past history. 

The matrix P and the initial state transition probabilities completely specify the process. If the 

transition probabilities depend on time, then the Markov chain is non-homogeneous, othetWise, it 

is homogeneous. hl this project we shall only consider the :Markov chain that does not depend on 

time. ThlLC; we have st.ationary transition probabilities. 

The lvIarkov process discussed above has the properly thal slale changes can only occur (ltl 

the appropriate time instants. However, given the nature of the disease leprosy, transition may not 

actually occur at th,:sc time instants. We thercforc consider a • situation ' where the time between 

transition may be several of units of time and where the transition time can depend on thl~ 

transition that is being made. This leads to a general form oflVlarkov process called a semi-lVIarkov 

pfOcess (Howard, 1971). We therefore use the charactetistics of a semi-1vIarkov process to develop 

a model for the control ofleprosy. 
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3 . 2 TIffi DEVET ,OPMRl\TT OF THE M()DET, 

In this s~clion W4: shall d~vdop a s~mi-Markov modd for l~prosy. Th~ assumptions of !he modd 

are made in section 3.2.1, the model is fommlated in section 3.2.2. Interval transition probabmties 

arc given in section 3.23 and effectiveness of treatment is considered in section 3.2.4. 

3.2.1 MODEL ASSillv1PTIONS 

Leprosy is considered as a disease that runs in time. Some suitable states of the disease are 

specified and the description of the manner in which the patient moves from one state to anothj~r is 

given. The states of the disease are finite. It should be readily observed that there is no unique:: set 

of states and the progress of the people through the states can be described in a variety of ways. 

TIle choice of states should therefore be govemed by the intended use of the model and the 

availability of dati. 

The basic jiSswnption in developing the model is that the transition from one state to a 

different state should not occur at time t = 0 (year 0) and that the basic unit of time is one year. 

A kprosy pati~nl ihal dies during lr~alm~nl is assum~d lo di~ of kprosy. Nalural d~a!h is nol 

considered. 

A pati~nt that fails to recover from treatment after completing a session of treatment ha~ 

developed a resistance to the drug and is consequently considered to develop a relapse from the 

state of treatment. 

3.2.2 FORMULATION OF THE lvIODEL 
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We considc::r a leprosy patient. Let us asswne that each year the leprosy patient is untdc::r 

treatment or has recovered from the disease or has relapsed or has died from the disease. 

.. -... 

We thcrefon~ havc a four statc process. 
State 1 - Under treatment 

State 2 - Recovery 
State 3 - Relapse 
State 4 - Death due to leprosy. 

'. 
" 

TIlese states are assumed to be mutually exclusive and exhaustive. The transition fi'om one 

state to another is indicated in the transition diagram sho~n in Figure 1 

Figure 1: Transition diagram ftJr leprosy. 



We observe that states 1, 2 and 3 are transient states and state 4 is an absorbing state. In 

other words, all possible transitions of the process are made between states 1, 2 and 3 but oncle a 

transition is made to state 4 the process tenninates. We would like a transition to occur at a time 

the duration of stay in a state is completed, even if the new state is the same as the old. Such a 

transition is called 'virtual transition, and are represented by loops in the transition diagram. 

Frum Lht: abuw transition diagram wt: can rt:cord Lht: transition probability matrix. 'po [or tht: 

process as shown in the ne:.\.1 page. 

r 
Fi.z Fi.J Fi.4 

I 

! Pn i , 
I I 

0 Pn 
D 0 I 

I J2J I p-, 
-I P

31 Pn P33 0 
: 
I 0 0 () P44J L 

We use the s.emi-l\1arkov process technique to analyse the process with the above set of 

states. '1 he transitions can be readily identified from the transition diagram shown in fio«ure 5 or 

from the transition probability matri.x P. 

To study this process, we have to specii}r the prohahititic nature of the transition. We shall 

think uf this pruct:ss as a proct:ss whost: succt:ssivt: slaLt: uccupancit:s art: gowmt:d by Lht: transition 

probabilities of a Markov chains, but whose stay in any state is described by a random variable that 

depcnds on the state to which the nChi transition is madc. 

In precise teons, let Pg be the probability that the leprosy patient who is in state 'i' on his last 

transition will enter state 'j' on his next transition, ~ j =1, 2, 3, 4. Tne transition probabilities must 

satisfy the following 

P .. ':.> 0 lJ' ~ =1 ') 3 4 
!j =-, ,"'-". 
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" and LPy .:; 1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
]=t 

whenever the patient enters state ~r he remains there for a time Tij in st.ate i hefore making a 

transition to state 'j'. T 9 is called the 'holding time' in state i. The holding times are positive integer 

valued random variables each governed by a probability distribution function fij ( ) called the 

holding time distribution function for a transition from state i to state j. 

Thus P(Tij = m) = fij (m). m = 1, 2, 3, ... 

1; j = 1; 2; 3; 4. 

We: assume that the means ItIij of all holding time distribution are finite and that all holding 

times are at least one year in length. That is~ 

To completely describe the semi-:Markov process we must specify four holding time 

distribution functions in addition to the transition probabilities. For a fixed value of i Tij is the same 

fOf each value of j, (~j = 1, 2, 3, 4). 

figure 2 shows a portion of a possihle trajectory for the leprosy patient. 
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Figure 2. A possible trajectory for the process 

Let Fij ( ) be the cumulative probability distribution of Tij. 

n 

Fij (n) = P(Tij S n) = Lh, (m) 
m.::t!> -

andFij () be the complementary cumulative probability distribution ofT,. 

a:I 

Pij (n) = 1 -1', (n) = peT, > n) = Lf,/m) 
m=lltl 

Suppose the patient enters state i. Let Yj be the time he spent in state i before moving out IOf 

the state i. TIletl Yj is called the waiting time in state i. 

We let Wi ( ) be the probability distribution function of Yi• '1ben 
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4 

wdm) = P(Yj = m) = LP,JJm} 
J=l ~ , 

The cumulative probability distribution Wj ( ) and the complimentary cumulative probability 

distribution Wi ( ) for the waiting times are given as follows 

Wj (.,) = P(Yj ~ n) = !rr~(m) 
..,=1 

" 4 

= L LPijf/m) 
1Il=1 ;=1 

4 
~ ." 

::: ",,-PijJ(f (. n) 
:=1 

and 

"" - 2: l1-\(m) 
m=n+l 

'" 4 

= L LPijfij(m) 
..,=>1+1 J=1 

3.3 INTERVAL TRANSITION PROBABILITIES 

We define ~Plj (n) to be the probability that t.lt.e patient 'will be in state j in year n given that 

he entered state i in year zero. This is called the interval transition probability from state i to state j 

in the interval (0, n). Then 
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1, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, n = 1,,3, .... 

Wi Cn) is as defmed in (6). 

3.4 EFFECTIVENESS OF TREATivlliNT 

When the leprosy patient undergoes treatment, it is expected that this treatment should have 

an effect on the disease. This effect should be noticed in the increase in probability of recovery~ a 

decease in the probabilities of death and having a relapse. i\n appropriate measure of this treatIm:nt 

effectiveness is obtained from the following expressions. 

E12 = (1 + k)P12 

Efj = (1 - k)Ptj, j = 3, 4 

'W11en k is a positive real nwnber in the intetvaln>, 1). TIlen 

4 

E· - 1 '\"E ·11- -~ t, 
J=2 

and the transition matrix is P with the first row replaced by~. J:;; 1, 2, 3, 4. 



3.5 SOME ILLSTR..\TIVE RESULTS 

, , ... 
Suppose the following data were collected on aleprosy patient for 24 years as shown belowiA the 

transition count. 

Table2: Transition count for leprosy. 

Actual year 

state 1 state2 state3 state4 

state 1 5 3 2 11 

preceeding slale2 0 3 2 o 5 

year state3 4 2 1 o 7 

state4 0 o o 1 1 

24 

The results based on this transition count are provided in the next chapter as the output of the 

computer program. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4 .0 A FC)RTRAN PRC)GRAlvl (JF THE M(JL)EL 

We shall present the: documentation of the program in this chapter. The description of the program 

is given in section 4.1 the program interlace in scction 4.2 the structurc of the program in section 

4.3, a listing of the program in section 4.4 and the output of the program with a short comment 

ends the chapter in !lection 4.5. 

4.1 A DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM 

This is a program lor a stmri-markov modd lor tht) control of It)prosy. Wt) havt) st)t:n in th.;: 

previous chapter that the basis of a semi- Markov model is the internal transition probabilities'. Th.~ 

primary o~jective of thc model is to determine the effectiveness of the treatment consequenthy. 

this program is designed to determine the interval transition probabilities and the effecveness of 

treatment simultaneously. 

• The program accepts the transition count Cu. Cu. C13and C14 as input data and then computes 

the transition probabilities, PU,Pll,PU and P14, the mean holding time in the states, th(: 

effectiveness of treatment, the mean holding time distribution function for the negative: 

exponential distribution function and finally the intetval transition probabilities. It also display, 

the result. 
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• The interval transition probabilities computed are;- Q12(n) or A(n) which is the probabilities 

that the patient will recover from the disease in n years given that the patient started treatmc:mt 

in year 0.(2) Q13(n) or Bfn). 

TlUs is the probability that the partient will become a relapse or develop a resistance to the disease 

in year n given that the patient started treatment in year O. and (3) c(n) or Q14(n). The probabiliity 

that the patient wiU die of the disease in year n given that he started treatment in year O. The 

program used the data statement for input. 

Limitations of the program. 

The print Sl:;reen on the keyboard is used to obtain a hard copy. Thm~, there is no special 

subprogram designed to direct the output to the on-line printer. The program does not compute 

the other transition probabilities PZh Pn, Pn, PZ4, P.1l, P:u, p.B • PJ4, P41, P42, P4.1, PM and the 

corresponding inte1val transition probabilities. This is deliberate, because the model is esentially 

developed to achieve the effectiveness of treatment. 

4.2. I\. DESCRTPTTC)N ()F THE PROfjRI\.M TNTERF I\.CE 

The program is implemented on personal computer (pc) ms Dos FORTRAN 77 compiler and t.he 

file ABUJA2.EXE was generated. TIle value of K is supplied as the program runs. Obsetve tb;ilt 

O.(KLI 

In the diskette supplied with this project, we give the two files ABUJA2.FOR which needs to be 

compiled and the ABUJA2.E:\''"E that has been compiled and is directly executable. 
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The output of the program is the interval transition probability A(n), B(n) and C(n) for a given 

real value of K. TIle plint screen is used to obtain a hard copy of the output. 

The compilation process takes the following procedures 

c:! FORTRAN >FORI a: ABUJA2.FOR J 

PAS2 J 
LINK J 
To run the EKE file 

c:iFORTRAN> ABUJA2.EXE J 

supply the appropriate value for k J 

or 

C:! FORTRAN>a:ARIJJA2.EXF. ~ 

supply the appropriate:: value for K J 
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4.3 A DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM 

Traditionally, fortran programs have been docwnented by using flow charts. This is because as 

programs become more complex a flow chart is most helpful in planing, designing and structuring 

the program. 
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The flow chart on the next page illustrates the structure of the program.( Fig 3) 



Ccnpute sum 

compute p11,P12,p13,p14 

t,;oaput.e Hean ho1diDCJ tiaa 

I!!nter k 

compute ettectiv.ne.. ot treatment 

Ccnpute distri. FUnction 

CClllpUte A (n) 

compute B(n) 

Canpute C (n) 

Print A(n), 8(n), C(n) 

~ 
( Stop ) 
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4 . 4 A LISTIN~G OF TIlE PROGRAM 

A listing of the program is given below. 

CAl ,'ortran program of a model for the control of leprosy. 

C This program ac~cepts as input data the transition count and 

C 't computes the transition probabilities, 

C 0 dIe:cLive:nt:ss of I.re:alme:nl, the: me:an holding Lime: in the: 

C ~ states, the mean holding time distribution 

C function and the interval transition prohahilities. 

REALK 

Dimension A(15),B(15),C(15),D(15) 

C' The Transition Probabilities 

Data P,Q,R,S /5.0;3.0,2.0,1.01 

sum = P+Q+R+S 

E = P/swn 

F = Qlsum 

G -R/sum 

H= Sisum 

Ime:an - sUIIV'4.0 

L = Thil(mlean) 

T=REAT ,(T.) 
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W= liT 

C Effectiveness of treatment 

\,Vrite( * , 10) 

10 Fonnat('Enter value -K') 

Read(*,20) K 

20 Format(F3.2) 

IF (K .GE. 0 .Al",-U. K .LY. 1) THEN 

EF = «1.0 f-lk)*F) 

EG = «1.0 - k)"'G) 

EH = ((1.0 - }~)"'H) 

ENDlF 

C The holding time in the states (Exponention distribution) 

Do 30 n=1,15 

o=n*w 

JJ(n)=(w*Exp( -0» 

30 continue 

C The IntelVal Transition probabilities 

Do 40 n:;:1,15 

A(n)=(EF*D(n» 

40 continue 

Do 50 n=1,15 
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B(n) = (EG"'D(n» 

50 continue 

Do 60 n = 1,15 

C(n) ~ (EH*D(n» 

60 continue 

Wrilt:(*,70) 

70 F ormat( 5X, 'n', 7X, 'A(n),,9X, 'B(n)', l1X, 'C(n)') 

Writc(*,*) 

Do 80 n=1,15 

Write(*,90)l n, A(n), B(n), C(n) 

90 FOIlIlat(3X,I2,3X,FIO.8,3X,FIO.8,3X,FIO.8) 

80 continue 

STOP 

END 

4 . 5 OlJTPlJT OF THE PROGRAM 

The output of the program for values of K = 0,0.50,0.90 and 1.00 is giv'en in tables 1,,, and 6 

below 

TABLE 3: .rNTERVAL TRAl'JSmON PROBABIllTIES FOR K=O 

n A(n) B(n) C(n) 

1 0.08270873 0.0.5513915 0.02756958 

2 0.05016538 0.03344359 0.01672179 
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3 0.03042684 0.002028456 0.01014228 

4 0.01845481 0.01230321 0.00615160 

5 0.1119341 0.00746227 0.00373114 

6 0.00678915 0.00452610 0.00226305 

7 0.0041 jl783 0.00274522 0.00137261 

8 0.00249759 0.00166506 0.00083253 

9 0.001511486 0.00100991 0.00050495 

10 0.00091881 0.00061254 0.00030627 

11 0.00055729 0.00037152 0.00018576 

17 ...... 0.00033801 0.00022534 0.00011267 

13 0.00020501 0.00013668 0.00006834 

14 0.00012435 0.00008290 0.00004145 

15 0.00007542 0.00005028 0.00002514 

T able3 presents the intelval transition probabilities fi'om state 1 to state 2, state3 and state4 

rspectively when the treatment is assumed to be zero percent effective for n=I,2,3---1S. 

TABLE4: . rNlERVAL TRANsmON PROBABll.lTIES FOR K=0.50 

n A(n) B(n) C (n) 

1 0.12406310 0.02756958 0.01378479 

2 0.07524808 0.01 672179 0.00836090 

3 0.04564026 0.01014228 0.00507114 
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4 0.02768222 0.00615160 0.00307580 

5 0.01679011 0.00373114 0.00186557 

6 0.01018372 0.00226305 0.00113152 

7 0.00617674 0.00137261 0.00068631 

8 0.00374638 0.00083253 0.00041626 

9 0.00227229 0.00050495 0.00025248 

10 0.00137822 0.00030627 0.00015314 

11 0.000&3593 0.0001 &576 0.00009288 

12 0.00050702 0.00011267 0.00005634 

13 0.00030752 0.00006834 0.00003417 

14 0.000186520.00004145 0.00002072 

15 0.00011313 0.00002514 0.00001257 

Table4 presents the interval transitin probabilities when the treatment is assumed to be 50% 

effective for 15 years. 

TABLES: . INTERVAL TRANSITION PROBABILITIES FOR K--0.90 

n A(n) B(n) C(n) 

1 0.15714660 0.00551392 0.00275696 

2 0.0953114220.00334436 0.00167218 

3 0.05781100 0.00202846 0.00101423 

4 0.03506414 0.00123032 0.00061516 
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5 0.02126748 0.00074623 0.00037311 

6 0.01289938 0.00045261 0.00022630 

7 0.000782387 0.00027452 0.00013726 

8 0.000074542 0.00016651 0.00008325 

9 0.00287824 0.00010099 0.00005050 

10 0.00174574 0.00006125 0.00003063 

11 0.00105885 0.00003715 0.00001858 

12 0.00064222 0.00002253 0.00001127 

13 0.00038953 0.00001367 0.00000683 

14 0.00023626 0.00000829 0.00000414 

15 0.00014330 0 .. 00000503 0.00000251 

Table5 presents the interval transition probabilities when the treatment is assumed to be 90% effective 

4.6 COMMENT 

The result obtained from the program confirms the earlier result obtained from manual calcilation. 

The values of the interval transition probabilities Q(n), j=2,3and4 denoted by A(n),B(n),and C(n) 

presented in the previous section show a low degree of variability in the sensitivity analysis 

A(n) is the probability that a leprosy patient will be in state of recovery in year n given that the 

patient started treatment in year zero. B(n) is the probability that a leprosy patient will be relapsed 



in year n given that the patient started treatment in year zero and C(n) is the probability that a leprosy 

patient will die in year n given that the patient started treatment in year zero. 

A(n) increased by 4%and7% for the first year when the treatment is assumed to 50% and 90% 

effective respectively. Conversely, B(n) decreased by 2% and5% for the first year when the treatment is 

assumed to 50010 and90% effective respectively. Also C(n) reduced by 1 % and2% for the first when the 

treatment is assumed to 50010 and90% effective respectively. Accordingly, A(n) increases with 

increasing values of k. whereas B(n) and C(n) decrease with increasing values of k. Thus the 

effectiveness of the treatment can be determined as the probability of recovery from the disease 

increases and a decrease in the probabilities of relapse and death due to the disease. Simply put, more 

patients should recover from the disease and fewer patients should relapse or die if the treatment is 

effective. This can be seen clearly in the output of the program when the treatment is 0%,50%, and 

90% effective respectively. The interval transition probabilties have consistent predictve power . This 

could be explained in terms of low degree of variability for 50% and 90% treatment effectiveness 

respectively. The results identifY quatitatively the effective modelling of a leprosy patient. The semi

Markov model can be used as a predictive device for studying the health status of leprosy cases. The 

predictions are useful to the doctors, hospital administrators, policy makers and the general public. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUI\1I\if\.RY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIOINS 

The purpose of this project is to demonstrate quatitativc1y the application of computcrs to a 

semi-markov modelling. This process requires very few data but a very large volume of seq[uential 

and repetitive computations. The use of scientific programming language like the fortran makes it 

possible and easy to translate complex algebraic expressions into simple statements that the 

computer can execute. In section 5.1 we present the summary the conclusion in section 5.2 and 

the recommendation in section 5.3. 

5.1 SU l\tl MARY 

In chapter one we discussed markov processes, the negative exponential distribution and 

the fortran programming language -1 the disease leprosy and a re'.'iew of its' models . 

.rv1arkov process is a stochastic process that involves classification of states and recordiing of 

tram~ition within the states. It is then possible to draw the transition graph and detennille the 

transition probabililties. The first order markov process is the one used in this prO\9ject. Thus the 

probability of making transition to the next state depends on the present state and it is indept~ndent 

of the previous states. Like the exponential distribution, the markov process is memoryless, since 

the probability of making transition to future state depend only on the present state and do(~s not 

depend on the past state. 

Tht: markov pruct:ss rt:quirt:s 1ransilion To occur al rt:gular limt: inkrval. Bul som~ 

processes may not necessarily make transition at this time interval. Therefore, we consider a 
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situation where transition between the states may occur in discrete units of time interval. This leads 

to the generalisation of a Markov processes called the Semi- !vfarkov. TIle intelval transition 

probabilities form the basis of semi-Markov processes. It requires the transition probabilities and 

the mean holding time probability distribution function. 

The probability distribution function used in this project is the negative exponential 

distributiun. It has a simple prubability density functiun. n is fully specified by une parameter. The 

parameter is easily estimated if the mean is specified. The exponential distribution is memoryless. It 

is ",;dcly used in queue theory in conjunction ",ith the Poisson distribution. 

Fortran. is designed by John Backus in 1954. It is one of the earliest 'high level' computer 

languages used. The name means 'FORmula lR.Wslation'. After the revision in 1958 and the 

standardisation in 1966 as F omam iv, it become the most widely used vehicle for data processing 

and numerical computation in science and Engineering, 

Fortran programs are highly portable.It is standardised programming Language and e~tsily 

available in computers. TIlUs Fortran 77 is a language that many people need to use. Leprosy is 

chronic infectious disease primarily of the skin and nelVes caused by mycobacterium leprae. It is 

one of the least infectious of all the infectious diseases. The two major types are the tuberculiod 

and the lepromatous.It is widely spread in the tropical and sub-tropical regions. The disease can be 

I.realed and cured. 

In chapter two we make a review of!vfarkov chain and senu- !vlarkov medels. \Ve discover 

that stocha">tic models had bcen in usc for a long timc for study the progresssion of disea">e. Fix 

and Neyman (1951) were the frrst to use a four state ~1arkov model to stud'j human cancer. Jain 



(1986) develop a finite l'vfarkov model with descrete time parameter for the tudy of the sealSonal 

pattems affecting the state of health of clu"OluC bfOllclual asthlma patient. Abubakar (ll995) 

developed a semi-Markov modelling for the control of leprosy. '1he models are useful toolls for 

predicting the health status of patients. 

Ondoma (1991) designed a fortran program to detennine the possible roots of a chebyshev 

polynomial. 

In chapter three we considered the disease Leprosy as semi- ~farkov process roning in 

deserete time units. The ba.~lc a.~sumptions in developing the model inc1ude:- That the transition 

from one state to a different state should not occur in year 0 and that the basic unit of time is one 

year. Four distinct states were specified in the model; state 1 (under treatment), state 2 (Recovc!ry), 

state 3 (Relaped.) and state 4 (death due to leprosy). The states are assumed to be mutually 

exclusive and exhau .. o;;tive, 

The probability that the patient will be in state j in year n given that the patient entered state 

i itl year 0 is caIled the itltelval transition probability from state i to state j in the itltelval (o,n). 'TIle 

effectivenesss of the treatment was also fonnulated so that if the treatment is effective, the 

probability of recovery should increase with increase in 'K'. Whereas the probabilities of relapse ,md 

death due to the disease decrease with increase in the value of K. 

A Fortran program has been developed in chapter four to delennine the intervaliransition 

probabilities and effectiveness of treatment The program accepts the transition count '::'11, 

C12,c13,and C14 in data statement fonnat and then compute the transition probabilities PlbP12, P13, 
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and Pl4, the effectiveness of treatment, mean holding time distribution function for the negative 

exponential distribution and finally the interval transition probabilities. 

The output of the program is given in tabular form. The result is in harmony with the earlier 

result obtaind from hand held calculator. The program interface is also discussed to enable individuals 

C to run the program and perhaps make adjustments to meet local needs and demands. Some illustrative 

result are provided as the output ofthe program for k=O ,0.50 and 0.90. That is, when the treatment is 

assumed to be 0%,50010 and 90010 effective respectively. 

The Interval transition probabilities have consistent predictive power. Thus there is low degree of 

variability when the treatment is assumed to 50% and 90% effective repectively. 

5.2 ~ CONCLUSION 
,-

We have seen that a variety of highly simplified assumptions are often needed to develope 

mathematical models . The more releastic the models are the harder it becomes to obtain analytical 

solutions. The complexity of the analytical stochastic models make them more difficult for the people 

who are supposed to use them (usualy non-mathematicians). This communication gap could be 

minimsed by the use of simulation approach and simple mathematics. 

We have be able to demonstrate the application of computers to semi-Markov modelling. The Fortran 

programming language is very useful to write programs in complex scientific and mathematical 

expressions. Complex algebraic expression are simply translated into Fortran statements. The computer 

runs the program and provides the desired solution in just few seconds. The computations that should 

take several days to accomplish with the use of hand held calculator is done in such a short time. 



• 

5.3 RECO~1~1ENDATIONS 

The model developed in this project could be more realistic if the following conditions were 

considered; Th(~ state of recovery (state2) could be an absorbing state so that the patient that does 

not dt:velopt: a rt:lapst: gt:ls absorbt:d and rt:covt:rt:d from tht: dist:ast: fort:vt:f sinct: It:prosy com bt: 

treated and cured. Also many leprosy patients could be studied using this model. The cost of 

treatment was not considered in the pf(~iect. The program docs not compute some other traru;ition 

probabilities and the corresponding interval transition probabilities. This is deliberate becaus,~ the 

model is essentially developed to achieve the effectiveness of treatment. This and others could be 

basis for further research work. 
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